


Traffic management 

On-line monitoring of 

active elements: 

traffic lights, VMS, 

cameras…

Visual inspection of 

passive elements: 

traffic sings, road 

surface
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Monitoring passive elements

Visual 

inspections

Not automated. 

No evidence.

Local/regional 

Authority’s 

responsibility

Maintenance 

costs

Limited 

budgets
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#SmartRoad  #AI  #IoT  #Sensors 

Road data collection, 

geolocation and 

communication.

Characterización of 

irregularities in the road 

surface

Deep Learning AI to detect 

incidents in traffic signs.

Machine LearningIoT Computer Vision

We generate and analyse 

data that saves lives

100% in-house developed SW

Automated 

risk detection
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Process for automating traffic sings and road Surface monitoring

Dash-cam 

Android device

OBD

Easy deployment 

in fleet vehicles

Computer Vision: detection 

and classification of traffic 

signs.

ML: Detection and 

classification of irregularities 

in the road surface.

AI processing

in the Cloud
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Inventories and maintenance

Elaborating and updation a 

traffic sing inventory is a

labour-intense task.

So, it is done once every 

several years.

And what happens in-between 

these updates? How are 

temporary signs controlled?

Traffic sings are not 

managed because of 

errors in inventories
> 5% .
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Traffic signs
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Traffic signs
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Traffic sings

Stickers or dirt Bent or minor damage

Partially occluded Location and video footage 

of the sign
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Traffic signs – Road work signage
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Traffic signs - Road works signage
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Traffic sings

www.lavozdegalicia.es
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Road surface

Detecting early damage in the 

road surface that affects 

driving comfort. Tracking its 

evolution.

Potholes, damaged manholes 

or expansion joints…

Take decisions about road 

surface renewal.

saved in 5 years for 

every 1$ invested  in

repairing early damage 

this year*.

6 $ .
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* https://www.pothole.info/2016/05/so-

many-potholes-so-much-cost/



Road surface irregularities
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New technologies for road O&M

Automated inspections 

are more effective

Sistematic checks, generation 

of digital evidence..

Integration of maintenance 

process in other systems

SmartCIty platforms, TMC, 

SCADA…

Early detection of risks 

and degradation

Digital transformation of 

road M&O

Automated process to manage 

traffic signs and road surface.

Related to road infreastructure.
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Thank you

www.asimob.es

Committed 

to the SDO

Estibaliz Barañano
estibaliz.baranano@asimob.es

+34 656 750 938

Ibon Arechalde
Ibon.arechalde@asimob.es
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